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ABSTRACT-- Leaders have so many character. Indonesian has also expectation for their leader. This article 

will show us the leader’s character that Indonesia have expectation for according to the demographic and political 

knowledge of the people. The research conducted in 1 city and 3 districts in Indonesia, namely Simalungun District, 

North Sumatra Province, Bandung District, West Java Province, Tangerang Selatan City, Banten Province and 

Pacitan District, East Java Province. There were 400 respondents for each area, thus, involved a total 1600 

respondents. Face-to-face interviews were conducted in January until February 2020. The result will inform us the 

character of leaders that Indonesian have hope for since Joko Widodo’s character become new phenomena in 

Indonesia. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia will have local election in 2020. The election will involve 270 area consists of 9 Provinces, 224 

Districts and 37 cities. Around 105 million voters will choose their local leader. In Indonesia, there are only limited 

studies about character related to local politics voters. Liddle & Mujani's (2007) empirical study shows the 

character and leadership factor to be the most important determinant in the election of a party at the level of 

legislation and presidential elections in Indonesia. The thing that makes a politician who wants to jump into the 

political arena will adjust to the character expectations expected by the public. The study of Maurer, et al (1993) 

explains the existence of a strong relationship between perception of character with the vote or intention to choose 

a leader. Expectations on the character of leaders also have differences depending on the context of the community. 

Herbert Cheshire (2003) mentioned that leaders in local or rural has specific character compare to leaders in the 

city. 

This study is an exploratory study that try to examine the relation between demographic and political 

knowledge of the voters towards voter approval of candidates characters in local election contexts. The research 

conducted in 1 city and 3 districts in Indonesia, namely Simalungun District, North Sumatra Province; Bandung 
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District, West Java Province’ Tangerang Selatan City, Banten Province and Pacitan District, East Java Province. 

Each area involved 400 respondents, thus, there were 1600 respondents in total. 

The tendency of constituents to elect a leader often falls on personalistic aspects rather than those that are 

substantial and related to policies or other political substance (Garzia, 2011). Wattenberg (1991) says that politics 

in the current era has shifted from politics on the basis of party accountability and policy, towards candidate-

centered politics or politics focused on the character of candidates (Wattenberg, 1991). He analyzed the 

longitudinally of presidential elections in America from 1952 to 1988, where public attention in each election 

showed empirical empirical evidence that there was a significant change from the previous public attention focused 

on policy towards matters relating to candidate leaders. In Indonesia this also happens even though the study of 

Choi (2009) clearly illustrates how the practice of the patrimonial system in local politics in Indonesia creates a 

tension that is specific to politics in Indonesia when compared to Europeans, for example. 

Some of the studies explained about leaders’ character and how their characters influenced voters. Scholars 

studied character in the Richard M. Nixon-John F. Kennedy debates of 1960. Lang and Lang (1962) found that 

perceptions of Kennedy improved whereas perceptions of Nixon declined. Tannenbaum, Greenberg, and 

Silverman (1962) reported a decrease in character evaluation for Nixon but no change for Kennedy.  

Hagner and Rieselbach (1978) as well as Morrow (1977) compared character evaluations (e.g., honesty, 

personal appeal) for Ford and Carter in 1976 and found that both candidates experienced improvements from the 

debates (Benoit & Hansen, 2004). Simons and Leibowitz (1979) reported that character evaluations for neither 

Ford nor Carter improved after the debate. 

In Indonesia, political personalization was at its peak when Joko Widodo succeeded in his career from the 

seat of the Mayor of Surakarta, to the Governor of Jakarta in 2012 and won the Presidential election in 2014 and 

for the second time in 2019. Jokowi used political branding that made him related with characters and identities 

such as simplicity and populist (Hamid, 2014; Ediraras, Rahayu, Natalina, & Widya, 2013). Jokowi built top of 

mind with the association which is an ideal leader for the people of Indonesia (Fukuoka & Djani, 2016; Alimuddin 

& Seniwati, 2016). Markers such as plaid shirts and white shirts that are related to readiness for work, are reinforced 

by the gesture of roll-up of clothing, associated with the figure of Jokowi (Fukuoka & Djani, 2016; Alimuddin & 

Seniwati, 2016). Jokowi became a leader who succeeded in building his character (ie: charisma).Existing studies 

show an interest in character and leadership developed during the last two decades (Conger & Kanungo, 1998). 

Charismatic character has been widely studied in recent years (Lowe & Gardner, 2000) and is often described as 

one of the "new" leadership approaches that is better suited to the dynamic political and sociological environment 

that we are working on (Bryman, 1993). Jokowi can be a leader with a vision of transformational leadership in the 

head of society with the top of mind character and association that has been explained previously. 

Political knowledge also plays a significant role to vote a leader. The more knowledgeable the citizens are, 

the better they will be able to relate issues of public policy to their own interests and to assess the performance of 

governments. However, overall levels of information, knowledge and comprehension of politics are relatively 

poor; moreover, they are unevenly distributed across the citizenry (Bernhagen and Schmitt, 2004). 

Knowledge gains are expected by many to increase the likelihood of voting correctly (cf. Lau and Redlawsk, 

1997). Political knowledge, in this perspective, must be considered to be a co-determinant or intervening variable 
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in any explanation of vote choice as it must be expected to strengthen the association between issue attitudes and 

policy preferences on one side and party choice on the other (Bartels, 1996). 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The research employed face-to-face interviews as data collection method, assisted with computer for each 

interviewers. The interviews were conducted from January 2020 to February 2020. We analyzed the data using 

logistic regression method. The sample consisted of 55,5% women and 44,5% men. Housewifes are the largest 

category for the occupation (34,1%), followed by entrepreneur 25,6%, farmer/fishermen 13,8%, blue collar 11,6% 

and others. 

 

 

 

 

 

III. FINDINGS 

From the Table 1, those who have occupations as farmers/fishermen and unemployed are less likely to endorse 

candidates who have honest/fair/anti-corruption character. The farmers/fishermen are 1/.733 or 1.364 times (p = 

.039) less likely to like candidates with the honest/fair/anti-corruption character compared to other occupations. 

The unemployed are 1/.525- or 1.905-times (p = .031) dislike candidates who have honest/fair/anti-corruption 

character compared to other occupations. However, gender and political knowledge did not predict the approval 

toward honest/fair/anti-corruption candidates. 

From the table 2,  housewives and students are less likely to prioritize candidates with the close to people 

character. Housewives are 1/.781 or 1.280 times (p = .029) dislike candidates who have close to people character 

compared with those who are not housewives. Students are 1/.293 or 3.413 times (p = .011) disfavor candidates 

with the close to people character compared to other occupations. On the other hand, farmers/fishermen are more 
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likely to favor candidates with the close to people character. They are 1.814 times (p = < .001) approving candidates 

who close to the people.  

From the table 3,  freelancers and unemployed are more likely to approve candidates who have 

bold/charismatics/good-looking character. The freelancers are 2.347 times (p = .010) liking candidates with 

bold/charismatics/good-looking character compared to other occupations. The unemployed are 2.165 times (p = 

0.040) supporting candidates who have bold/charismatics/good-looking character compared those with 

occupations.  

Additionally, gender differences are detected in the analysis influencing approval for candidates with 

bold/charismatics/good-looking character. Female are less likely to support bold/charismatics/good-looking 

candidates compared to male. Female are 1/.583 or 1.715 times (p = .003) disapprove candidates with 

bold/charismatics/good-looking character compared to men. Furthermore, farmers and fishermen are also less 

likely to support candidates with bold/charismatics/good-looking character. They are 1/.380 or 2.632 times (p = 

.009) dislike candidates who have bold/charismatics/good-looking character. Political knowledge did not predict 

the approval toward candidates who have bold/charismatics/good-looking character. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This study explored the relations between demographic, particularly gender and occupations, and political 

knowledge with voters’ support toward the big-three of candidates’ character. The most popular characteristic is 

the honest/fair/anti-corruption character, followed by candidates who close to the people, and lastly is 

bold/charismatics/good-looking character.  

The study demonstrated that gender, in particular female, predicted the less support toward candidates who 

have bold/charismatics/good-looking character. This finding is counterintuitive, specifically with the common 

believe that candidates’ charisma is more appealing for women voters. However, gender only significantly 

predicted approval for the bold/charismatics/good-looking character in a negative way.  

Political knowledge as the mean to vote correctly (cf. Lau and Redlawsk, 1997) did not predict on all 

categories of character. It can be inferred that the voters did not require political knowledge in supporting 

candidates based on their characters. Characters of candidates are one of the heuristics or a short-cut for voters to 

judge candidates’ quality. That is why the political knowledge did not significantly predict any support for all 

categories of candidates’ characters. 

For occupations, this study found that farmers/fishermen always have to say in all categories of candidates’ 

characters. Farmers and fishermen approved candidates who close to the people. However, farmers and fishermen 

did not approve candidates who have honest/fair/anti-corruption and bold/charismatics/good-looking characters. 

The support for candidates that close to the people is what pundits and media commentators mention as the 

“Jokowi’s effect.” Joko Widodo, the president of Republic of Indonesia got elected because voters perceived him 

as a leader who down to the earth and close to the people. This character has persuasive power for the lower class 

and especially for farmers and fishermen in the rural areas.  

However, the magic of “close to the people” character was not working for housewives and students. 

Housewives were well-known for their supports toward Prabowo (Jokowi’s contender) in the last election. It is 
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understandable that housewives or “emak-emak” (in Indonesia’s political term) did not approve the character that 

already became brand of Jokowi. Students was also one of occupational category that did not approve the close to 

the people character. Those who have high education and still young were apparently not attracted by the Jokowi’s 

main characters. Other occupations such as unemployed  

Prabowo, on the other hand, was well-known for his bold and charismatics characters. As an army general 

retiree, Prabowo is branded as “satria” (knight). However, housewives as occupation did not predict the approval 

for such characters. Freelancers and unemployed were more attracted with bold/charismatics/good-looking 

character. Freelancer and unemployed may be the most affected economically from Jokowi’s policy in the first 

period in the presidency. It is possible that freelancers and unemployed also disapprove the Jokowi’s brand that 

used by local candidates.  

This study is a exploratory study that try to examine the relation between demographic and political 

knowledge of the voters towards voters approval of candidates characters in local election contexts. However, this 

study did not take into account the approval towards Jokowi or Prabowo after elections as a context to establish 

the “Jokowi effect” that may be working on the local candidates. Another shortcoming is this study did not take 

into account the culture differences and myth that guide voters to support candidates. Cultural wisdom or myth can 

be used as heuristics to vote candidates, moreover if candidates’ policies, programs, or platforms have a minimal 

differentiation.  

 

Table 1: logistic regression on the honost ,fair, anti-corruption characterisitc 
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Table 2: logistic regression on the close to the people charaaterisitic 

 

Table 3: logisitic regression on the blod ,charismatics good  looking characterisitic 
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